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nment at semiconductor–water
interfaces from atomistic and continuum solvation
models†
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Paul Tangneyabd and Johannes Lischnerabd

Accurate and efficient methods for predicting the alignment between a semiconductor's electronic energy

levels and electrochemical redox potentials are needed to facilitate the computational discovery of

photoelectrode materials. In this paper, we present an approach that combines many-body perturbation

theory within the GW method with continuum solvation models. Specifically, quasiparticle levels of the

bulk photoelectrode are referenced to the outer electric potential of the electrolyte by calculating the

change in electric potential across the photoelectrode–electrolyte and the electrolyte–vacuum

interfaces using continuum solvation models. We use this method to compute absolute energy levels for

the prototypical rutile (TiO2) photoelectrode in contact with an aqueous electrolyte and find good

agreement with predictions from atomistic simulations based on molecular dynamics. Our analysis

reveals qualitative and quantitative differences of the description of the interfacial charge density in

atomistic and continuum solvation models and highlights the need for a consistent treatment of

electrode–electrolyte and electrolyte–vacuum interfaces for the determination of accurate absolute

energy levels.
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of a photoelectrochemical cell
1 Introduction

Photocatalysts enable the conversion of solar energy into
chemical fuels and there is currently much interest in the
search for new materials for water splitting or carbon dioxide
reduction.1–4 An important criterion for photocatalyst materials
is the favorable alignment of their electrons' quasi electro-
chemical potential with the redox potential of the desired
chemical reaction.5 For example, a photocathode can only drive
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) if the quasi electro-
chemical potential of its electrons is above the reduction
potential of water, see Fig. 1. Accurate methods to calculate
electronic energy levels and align themwith redox potentials are
therefore needed to enable the computational search for new
photocatalysts and their in silico design.

Redox potentials are conventionally reported relative to
a reference electrode, such as the standard hydrogen electrode
composed of a hydrogen electrode (left) and a photoelectrode (right).
Thermodynamically, the HER is only possible if the (quasi) electro-
chemical potential of an electron (denoted by green lines) is higher in
the photoelectrode than in the hydrogen electrode. The electro-
chemical potential of the majority charge carriers in the semi-
conductor is mainly determined by the degree of doping and closely
related to the semiconductor's conduction band minimum (blue line)
or valence bandmaximum (red line). The difference in electrochemical
potential of the electrons between the two electrode compartments,
D~me, determines the direction of the current and hence whether the
photoelectrode can drive the redox reaction of interest.
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(SHE).6,7 Trasatti proposed to determine absolute redox poten-
tials by computing the work needed to bring an electron from
the SHE to a point in the vacuum above an ideal aqueous
electrolyte.8 By performing the same calculation for an electron
from the photoelectrode, a direct comparison between the
redox potentials of interest and the photoelectrode's electronic
energy levels is possible.

Many computational studies have used density functional
theory (DFT) to calculate the Kohn–Sham energy levels of
a photoelectrode. Oen, these levels are then referenced to the
vacuum outside the photoelectrode and the effect of the elec-
trolyte is ignored.9–12 Except for the energy of the highest
occupied state, the Kohn–Sham energies do not have the
physical meaning of electron addition or removal energies and
Stevanović and coworkers employed many-body perturbation
theory within the GWmethod to compute accurate quasiparticle
energy levels.13 Aer aligning the GW-corrected energy levels to
the vacuum outside the photoelectrode, they concluded that, on
average, an additional shi of 0.5 � 0.3 eV towards the vacuum
level was needed to bring the computed energy levels into
agreement with electrochemical measurements at semi-
conductor–electrolyte interfaces. However, it has become clear
that such a rule of thumb is only of limited value for the search
for new photoelectrodes as the effect of the electrolyte can vary
signicantly across different semiconductors. For example,
while the reduction of the ionization energy and the electron
affinity by 0.5 eV yields good agreement with electrochemically
measured band edges at at band conditions for the (10�10)
surface of ZnO, other materials like TiO2, CdS, and SnO2 show
a shi of 1 eV or more, while the shi for Fe2O3 and NiO is only
0.2 eV.13

To explicitly capture the effect of the electrolyte, several
groups carried out ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simu-
lations of the photoelectrode–electrolyte and the electrolyte–
vacuum interface.3,14–18 By averaging the electric potential of
many structural congurations, the difference between the
inner electric potential of the photoelectrode and the outer
electric potential of the electrolyte was determined.6 This
potential difference was then used to obtain absolute photo-
electrode energy levels. Unfortunately, the computational
expense of such simulations is very high as large unit cells and
long simulation times are needed for precise thermodynamic
averages. As a consequence, such methods cannot easily be
used in high-throughput computational searches for photo-
catalyst materials.

Continuum solvationmodels are computationally inexpensive
alternatives to atomistic simulations of liquids at solid–liquid
interfaces.19,20 Within this category exists a wide range of
approaches, from simple polarizable continuum models (PCMs)
to classical density functional theory (CDFT).21–24 Many of these
approaches are oen based on or at least inspired by the work of
Fattebert and Gygi.25 Continuum solvation models directly yield
averages of properties, such as number densities of atoms or
electric potentials, and avoid the computationally expensive
sampling of atomic congurations. Furthermore, in many cases
they enable the use of much smaller supercells compared to
atomistic solvation models which reduces the computational
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
cost even further. It has been shown that the free energy of solid–
liquid interfaces can be obtained by means of joint density
functional theory (JDFT) which combines a CDFT treatment of
the liquid with an electronic structure DFT approach to the
solid.26 JDFT partitions the free energy of the solid–liquid inter-
face into three contributions: one contribution depends only on
the electron density of the solid, another contribution depends
only on the atomic site density of the liquid and the nal
contribution, which captures the interaction between the solid
and the liquid, depends both on the electron density of the solid
and the atomic site density of the liquid. Other successful
attempts of directly linking continuum solvation models to DFT
include those by Anderson et al., Liu et al. and Marzari et al.27–30

The former has been employed to calculate reversible potentials
for redox reactions in solution and at the surface of metal elec-
trodes.31 The latter two have been used to study reaction mech-
anisms at metal–water interfaces.29,32

Ping and coworkers recently employed a sophisticated PCM
to study band edge positions of several well-known photo-
electrodes. By modelling the photoelectrode–electrolyte inter-
faces, they referenced the photoelectrodes' electronic energy
levels to the inner electric potential of the electrolyte. Despite
this being a different reference point than the outer electric
potential of water, which is the one used to calculate the abso-
lute SHE potential, they reported good agreement of their
results with experimental data.33 However, so far no explanation
for this quantitative agreement despite choosing inconsistent
reference points has been given. This demonstrates that the
determination of absolute electronic energy levels, which is well
established for atomistic solvation models, is qualitatively
different and much less well understood for continuum solva-
tion approaches.

In this paper, we rigorously explain the above observation by
directly comparing approaches for calculating absolute energy
levels of photoelectrodes based on atomistic and continuum
solvation models using both a PCM and CDFT. To reference GW
quasiparticle energies of bulk photoelectrodes to the outer
electric potential of water, we compute the electric potential
across both the photoelectrode–water interface and the water–
vacuum interface. As will be shown, the two approaches yield
signicantly different results for the change in electric potential
across the individual interfaces, but their predictions for the
absolute positions of the electrode's electronic energy levels
agree closely with each other. We explain the observed
disagreement for the individual interfaces by analyzing how the
different approaches describe the interfacial charge distribu-
tion. As a test system, we investigate a prototypical rutile (TiO2)
photoelectrode as this material has been extensively studied
and there exists a wide range of experimental and theoretical
reference data.

In the following, we rst outline the methods and compu-
tational details that were used to align the photoelectrode's
electronic energy levels with the SHE potential. Next, we present
our results for the electronic structure of bulk rutile, and the
structure of the rutile(110)–water and water–vacuum interfaces.
Finally, the main differences between atomistic and continuum
solvation models are discussed.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670 | 43661
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Fig. 2 Qualitative profile of the average electric potential (green)
along the z-direction of the vacuum–photoelectrode–electrolyte–
vacuum slab structure comprised by the computational supercell. The
outer electric potential of water is chosen to be zero.
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2 Methods
2.1 Electronic energy level alignment at photoelectrode–
electrolyte interfaces

Aligning electronic energy levels across photoelectrode–elec-
trolyte interfaces requires the choice of a common energy
reference point.16 Redox potentials of chemical reactions are
conventionally expressed on a scale whose zero is the potential
of the SHE.7 By computing the work required to bring electrons
from the SHE and a photoelectrode to the same reference point
in space, it is possible to compare their electrochemical
potentials. Trasatti proposed a reference point in the vacuum
located far enough above an ideal aqueous electrolyte so that
effects of image charges are negligible.8 By analysing the asso-
ciated Born–Haber cycle and using experimental values for the
involved energy differences, he determined the work required to
bring an electron from the SHE to this point to be 4.44 �
0.02 eV.8 The electric potential the electron experiences at this
reference point is the outer electric potential of the aqueous
electrolyte, jH2O, and the associated potential energy is the zero
of Trasatti's absolute scale.

To express the electronic energy levels in the photoelectrode
on this absolute scale, we follow a two-step procedure. First, the
energy levels of the bulk photoelectrode are calculated using the
GW method.34–36 In this approach, the electron self-energy,
which determines the quasiparticle energy levels via the
Dyson equation, is expanded in a power series in the screened
Coulomb interaction, W, and only the rst term is retained; G
denotes the one-electron Green's function. In the second step of
the alignment procedure, the quasiparticle energies of the bulk
photoelectrode—most importantly, the valence bandmaximum
(VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM)—are refer-
enced to the outer electric potential of the aqueous electrolyte,
jH2O. For this, we rst reference the quasiparticle energies to
the average electric potential in the bulk of the photoelectrode,
�fPE, with the electric potential being here calculated as

fðrÞ ¼ � e

4p30

ð
n
�
r0
�

��r� r0
��d3r0 � 1

e

X
i

V loc
i ðjri � rjÞ; (1)

where e is the elementary charge, 30 is the vacuum permittivity,
n(r) is the calculated valence electron density and Vloci (r) is the
local part of the pseudopotential associated with an atom core
located at ri. The latter is not unique and therefore depends on
the pseudopotentials used. We dene the average electric
potential, �f(z), as

fðzÞh 1

a

ða
2

�a
2

hfixy
�
zþ z0

�
dz0; (2)

where a is the lattice parameter of the photoelectrode's surface
unit cell in the z-direction which is parallel to the surface
normal, and hfixy(z) is the average in the (x,y)-plane. Further-
more, it is implied that hfixy(z) is averaged over different atomic
congurations.

Aer referencing the quasiparticle energies to �fPE, the
difference between �fPE and jH2O is computed. In principle, this
requires a unit cell containing a slab with a photoelectrode
43662 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670
layer, an electrolyte layer and a vacuum layer, see Fig. 2.16,17 In
practice, rst-principles calculations for such systems are
extremely challenging because of the large system size and the
need for congurational averages.

As the water surface should be independent of the chosen
photoelectrode material, the calculation of �fPE � jH2O is usually
split into two parts. First, the inner electric potential difference

DPE
H2O

fhf
PE � f

H2O; (3)

where �fH2O denotes the average electric potential in the ideal
aqueous electrolyte, is calculated using a unit cell that does not
contain any vacuum but only a slab of the photoelectrode whose
periodic images are separated by the electrolyte. In the second
step, the surface potential of water,

cH2O h �fH2O � jH2O, (4)

is determined using a unit cell that contains only a liquid water
layer and a vacuum layer, but no photoelectrode. As discussed
by Kathmann et al., experimental measurements of the water
surface potential depend sensitively on the probe used; electron
holography experiments suggest a value of around 3.5 V, while
electrochemical measurements in which protons, as hydronium
ions, sample the potential, yield values of around 0.1 V.37

Finally, the outer electric potential difference is dened as

DPE
H2O

jhjPE � jH2O ¼ cH2O þ DPE
H2O

f� cPE; (5)

where cPE h �fPE � jPE denotes the surface potential of the
photoelectrode. Note that DPE

H2Oj is experimentally measurable,
for example by two-photon photoemission, and relates elec-
tronic energy levels referenced to the vacuum above the pho-
toelectrode, e.g. the electron affinity (EA) and ionization energy
(IE), to absolute energy levels referenced to jH2O.38 For example,
the absolute value of the CBM is given by

ECBMðabsÞ ¼ �EA� eDH2O
PE j: (6)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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For a detailed discussion, see the work of Cheng et al.16

The computational details of each of these steps are outlined
below. We emphasize that we perform GW calculations only for
the bulk photoelectrode, but not for the photoelectrode–water
or the water–vacuum interfaces. The goal of our work is to align
energy levels of bulk states which are unaffected by surface
phenomena, such as mutual polarization effects.3,16 For non-
ideal photoelectrode–electrolyte interfaces, where surface
states are important, GW calculations of the full interface will be
needed.
2.2 Electronic energy levels of bulk rutile

We rst determined the atomic structure of bulk rutile TiO2

using DFT with the PBEsol exchange–correlation functional
(PBEsol-DFT).39 Calculations employed a plane-wave basis and
Garrity–Bennett–Rabe–Vanderbilt (GBRV) ultraso pseudopo-
tentials with kinetic energy cutoffs of 200 Ry and 40 Ry for the
electron density and the wave functions, respectively.40 The
Brillouin zone was sampled with a 5 � 5 � 7 Monkhorst–Pack
grid, which was shied by half a grid step in each principal
direction.41 Lattice parameters and atomic positions were ob-
tained through a variable-cell geometry optimization using the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm. All
calculations were carried out using the Quantum Espresso
soware package.42

Next, quasiparticle corrections to the DFT band structure
were determined using the GW method. For this, we rst
computed DFT energies and wavefunctions using the PBE
exchange–correlation functional (PBE-DFT) and Optimized
Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt (ONCV) pseudopotentials with
a kinetic energy cutoff of 80 Ry for the wave functions.43–45 For
titanium, the valence electrons comprised the 3s, 3p, 3d, and 4s
states. For the GW calculations, we employed a one-shot G0W0

correction with a plane wave cutoff of 50 Ry for the dielectric
matrix. The frequency dependence of the screened Coulomb
interaction was treated within the Hybertsen–Louie generalized
plasmon-pole model.46 Empty state summations employed an
explicit set of 2875 conduction states and an additional static
remainder correction.47 All GW calculations were performed
using the BerkeleyGW soware package.48

To establish the accuracy of our GW calculations, the
resulting EA and rst IE of a rutile(110) surface were determined
following the method of Fall et al., originally developed for the
accurate calculation of electron work functions.49 Hence, DFT
calculations on relaxed rutile(110) slabs were performed to
reference the GW energy levels to the vacuum level, jTiO2. In
these calculations, a shied 8 � 4 � 1 k-point sampling was
used and the results were carefully converged with respect to the
thickness of the rutile slab and the vacuum region. This resul-
ted in a nal slab thickness of 15 TiO2-layers and a vacuum
thickness of 10 Å. Note that for consistency with our bulk
calculations, we used GBRV pseudopotentials and the PBEsol
functional for structure relaxations and ONCV pseudopotentials
and the PBE functional to determine electronic properties of the
optimized surface structures. In fact, PBEsol was chosen for the
structural relaxations as it greatly improves the convergence of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
rutile's surface properties with respect to the slab thickness
compared to PBE. The PBE exchange–correlation functional was
used for the electronic structure calculations for the sake of
easing comparison with previous work on rutile.
2.3 Rutile(110)–water interface

We calculated the difference between the average electric
potentials in the rutile(110) photoelectrode and the aqueous

electrolyte, i.e. DTiO2
H2Of ¼ f

TiO2 � f
H2O, using both JDFT and

classical molecular dynamics combined with subsequent DFT
calculations (MD+DFT).

For the JDFT calculations, the water was described using
both CDFT and a PCM. We note that the results of solvation
calculations can depend on the details of the continuum model
which is used to describe the solvent.33,50 Below, we describe the
physical content of the employed continuum approaches. For
a full description of the models, we refer the interested reader to
the original papers.21,24,26,51–53

In the JDFT-CDFT method, the free energy of the photo-
electrode–electrolyte system, AJDFT[n,{Na}], is expressed as

AJDFT[n,{Na}] ¼ ADFT[n] + Alq[{Na}] + DA[n,{Na}], (7)

where ADFT[n] is the free energy of the photoelectrode expressed
as a functional of the photoelectrode's electron density n(r),
A1q[{Na}] is the free energy of the electrolyte expressed as
a functional of the nuclear densities Na(r), where a ranges over
all atomic species in the electrolyte, and DA[n,{Na}] captures the
interaction between the photoelectrode and the electrolyte.26 To
approximate A1q, we used the ScalarEOS model of CDFT, which
contains an exact description of a non-interacting gas of rigid
water molecules, an accurate treatment of hard sphere corre-
lations and additional terms capturing attractive dispersion
forces, electronic polarizability and Coulomb interactions.24,51

To describe interactions between the photoelectrode and the
electrolyte, i.e. DA, the electrolyte's electron density is deter-
mined from the nuclear densities Na(r) to subsequently evaluate
an orbital-free electronic energy functional. Finally, an addi-
tional term capturing dispersion interactions between the
photoelectrode and the electrolyte is added.52

For the JDFT-PCM calculation, we employed the recently
developed SaLSA model, which is derived from the linear
response limit of the ScalarEOS CDFT functional.21 Its free
energy functional of the photoelectrode–electrolyte interface
depends only on n(r), which determines the induced polariza-
tion response of the electrolyte through its non-local
susceptibility.

In addition, we carried out JDFT-CDFT and JDFT-PCM
calculations of rutile(110)–water interfaces with an explicit
monolayer of water molecules adsorbed to the vefold-
coordinated titanium atoms exposed at the rutile(110) surface.
The initial congurations of the water molecules, which were
assumed to be those found by Patel et al., were relaxed using the
BFGS algorithm.54 In reality, the water molecules of the rst
monolayer at the rutile(110) surface are very likely to be at least
partially dissociated.55 However, as the focus of this work is on
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670 | 43663
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the comparison between atomistic and continuum solvation
models, we only require consistency between these two
methods. Therefore, any possible dissociation of the water
molecules was ignored in both cases for the sake of simplicity.

All JDFT calculations employed GBRV ultraso pseudopo-
tentials and the PBEsol exchange–correlation functional and
were carried out using the JDFTx soware package.53,56–58 To
avoid inconsistencies due to the choice of the pseudopotentials
and to make use of the potential-subtraction method imple-
mented in JDFTx, we ran JDFT calculations with and without the
liquid electrolyte to rst determine the difference DTiO2

H2Of� cTiO2

which was then added to cTiO2 ¼ �fTiO2 � jTiO2 as calculated with
ONCV pseudopotentials and PBE-DFT to obtain the nal inner
electric potential difference between rutile(110) and water.59

For comparison, MD+DFT simulations of the rutile(110)–
water interface were performed using the interaction potentials
of Předota et al.60,61 In these calculations, a rutile(110) slab
comprising 3 � 2 rutile(110) surface unit cells with a thickness
of 7 TiO2-layers separated by 72 water molecules was used. To be
consistent with the JDFT calculations, the geometry of the TiO2

slab was relaxed in the presence of an adsorbed monolayer of
water molecules using PBEsol-DFT and then frozen during the
MD simulations so that only the water molecules were free to
move. The calculations were performed using the Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS).62 A
time step of 1.2 fs and a Nose–Hoover thermostat with
a damping parameter of 0.1 ps were used. Aer equilibrating
the system for 1 ns within a canonical ensemble at 300 K, 30
Snapshots of the atomic congurations were taken every 20 ps
and PBE-DFT calculations employing ONCV pseudopotentials
were carried out for these snapshots to obtain the associated
average electric potentials.
Table 1 First ionization energy (IE) and electron affinity (EA) of
a rutile(110) surface from DFT, GW and experiment.78 All energies are
given in eV

Method IE EA

DFT (PBE) 7.18 5.23
G0W0 (PBE) 8.37 4.95
Experiment 8.2 � 0.3 4.7 � 0.3
2.4 Water–vacuum interface

Referencing the photoelectrode's electronic energy levels to the
outer electric potential of water also requires the calculation of
the water surface potential, cH2O. Again, both JDFT and
MD+DFT simulations were utilized to study the water–vacuum
interface. As before, both CDFT and PCM approaches were
employed for the JDFT calculations. In the continuum models,
the water slab was constrained to a 45 Å wide region using an
articial electron density which acted as a hard wall. Note that
electrostatic interactions of the liquid with this electron density
were cancelled using a coincident positive charge density.

For the MD+DFT calculations, the water surface was
modelled as a slab comprising 256 water molecules in a 15 �
15 � 100 Å3 simulation cell. Using the SPC/E model, the water
was equilibrated for 2 ns at 300 K using the CSVR thermostat in
CP2K, a time constant of 10 fs, and a time step of 0.5 fs before 80
snapshots of atomic congurations were obtained from simu-
lations in a microcanonical ensemble at a temperature of
308.4 K every 20 ps.63–67 Finally, PBE-DFT calculations employ-
ing ONCV pseudopotentials were carried out for these snap-
shots to compute the average electric potential. Due to the
asymmetric nature of the water slab congurations, a dipole
correction was used for the latter.68
43664 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670
3 Results
3.1 Electronic energy levels of bulk rutile

The converged PBEsol-DFT lattice parameters of rutile are a ¼
4.5944 Å and c ¼ 2.9404 Å, comparing well with the experi-
mental estimates of a ¼ 4.5937 Å and c ¼ 2.9587 Å.69 For the
converged structure, PBE-DFT predicts a Kohn–Sham band gap
of Eg ¼ 1.95 eV. The GW correction signicantly increases this
value to 3.42 eV in good agreement with experimental values
which range from 3.3 � 0.5 eV to 4.0 � 0.2 eV.70–75 By combining
photoemission spectroscopy and inverse photoemission spec-
troscopy results, Rangan et al. obtained a presumably very
accurate estimate of rutile's fundamental electronic band gap of
3.6 � 0.2 eV.73 Previous GW studies reported a wide range of
values for the band gap of rutile. For example, Patrick et al.
carried out G0W0 calculations on top of a PBE+U mean-eld
calculation with U chosen to minimize the GW self-energy
correction.76 However, the resulting band gap Eg ¼ 2.85 eV is
signicantly smaller than the experimentally measured gap. In
contrast, a quasiparticle self-consistent GW calculation by van
Schilfgaarde et al. yielded Eg ¼ 3.78 eV.77

To determine the IE and EA of rutile(110), we rst calculated
the rutile surface potential nding cTiO2 ¼ 12.70 � 0.02 V.
Table 1 shows the resulting values of the IE and EA from PBE-
DFT, GW and photoemission experiments. The increase in the
GW band gap is mostly caused by a shi of the VBM—measured
relative to the average electric potential �fTiO2—to lower energies,
while the CBM increases by only 0.28 eV. The experimental
estimate of the EA was obtained by adding the fundamental
band gap, which was assumed to be 3.5 eV, to the experimen-
tally measured IE. While our GW results agree well with exper-
iment, there is a signicant discrepancy of 1.0 eV between PBE-
DFT and experiment for the IE.
3.2 Rutile(110)–water interface

Fig. 3 shows the electric potential proles from MD+DFT
snapshots of the rutile(110)–water interface and the associated
average electric potential. The resulting inner electric potential
difference is DTiO2

H2Of ¼ 8:00 V.
The electric potential proles of the rutile(110)–water inter-

face from JDFT-CDFT and JDFT-PCM are shown in Fig. 4 and
the resulting potential differences are summarized in Table 2.
JDFT-CDFT yields DTiO2

H2Of ¼ 9:26 V for the pristine rutile(110)
surface, somewhat larger than the MD+DFT result. Explicitly
including the rst monolayer of water molecules reduces this
value by 0.29 V. Fig. 5 shows the oxygen number density nO(Z) of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 3 (a) Illustration of the atomic structure of the rutile(110)–water
interface.79 Note that we assumed a fully molecular rather than
a (partially) dissociated structure of the first monolayer of water
molecules. (b) Electric potential profiles at the rutile(110)–water
interface based on the atomic configurations obtained by the means
of MD+DFT. The thin colourful lines represent that planar average
electric potentials of the individual atomic configurations.

Fig. 4 Average electric potential profiles at the rutile(110)–water
interface from (a) JDFT-CDFT and (b) JDFT-PCM.

Table 2 Electric potential differences between TiO2 and water at the
rutile(110)–water interface, and between water and vacuum from
MD+DFT, JDFT-PCM and JDFT-CDFT with and without an explicit
monolayer (ML) of adsorbed water molecules. The resulting absolute
values for the CBM of rutile, i.e. referenced to the outer electric
potential of water, are also shown. All potential differences are given
in V and electronic energies in eV

MD+DFT

JDFT JDFT + ML

Exp.38,80PCM CDFT PCM CDFT

DTiO2
H2Of

8.00 12.07 9.26 11.53 8.97 —

cH2O 3.46 0a 2.93 0a 2.93 —
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water at the rutile(110)–water interface. The MD prediction of
nO(Z) exhibits two large peaks corresponding to two water layers
which are strongly bound to the rutile surface. The JDFT-CDFT
density prole also exhibits several peaks at the interface, but
with a signicantly smaller height and a wider spacing between
them reecting the inability of the ScalarEOS approximation to
describe strongly adsorbed water molecules. Inclusion of an
explicit monolayer of water molecules in JDFT leads to a better
description of the interface.

In contrast, JDFT-PCM yields a signicantly larger
value of DTiO2

H2Of than MD+DFT and JDFT-CDFT, namely
DTiO2
H2Of ¼ 12:07 V. This value is reduced by 0.54 V when an

explicit monolayer of water is included in the calculation. The
large discrepancy between JDFT-PCM calculations and the
MD+DFT and JDFT-CDFT results is further analyzed in
Section 4.

We also carried out DFT calculations with an adsorbed
monolayer of water molecules and no additional description of
the electrolyte, see Fig. 4(a). This yields a surface potential of
11.63 V, i.e. a reduction of cTiO2 by 1.07 V compared to the
pristine surface.
DTiO2
H2Oj

1.24 0.63 0.51 1.17 0.80 0.95

ECBM(abs) �3.71 �4.32 �4.44 �3.78 �4.15 �4.10

a Note that any PCM is unsuitable for describing the water–vacuum
interface as a perturbing electric eld that could induce a response in
the PCM is missing. The resulting absence of any surface charge leads
to cH2O ¼ 0. Nevertheless, in the case of water, this happens to be in
fair agreement with the expected value, cf. Section 4.
3.3 Water–vacuum interface

Fig. 6 shows the average electric potential of the water–vacuum
interface from MD+DFT. From this, the resulting water surface
potential is cH2O ¼ 3.46 � 0.03 V. This value is similar to
previous results by Pham et al. and Leung who reported cH2O ¼
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
3.75 � 0.10 V and cH2O ¼ 3.63 � 0.04 V, respectively.15,81 Note
that value of cH2O depends on the pseudopotential, see eqn (1).
Furthermore, the average electric potential obtained by the
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670 | 43665
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Fig. 5 Normalized oxygen number densities at the rutile(110)–water
interface.
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means of JDFT-CDFT and a comparison of the normalised
oxygen site densities are also shown in the same gure. For the
water surface potential, CDFT yields cH2O ¼ 2.93 V. The decay of
the oxygen site density prole agrees well between CDFT and
MD indicating the absence of any spurious features due to the
conning potential described in Section 2.4.

Lastly, the JDFT-PCM yields cH2O ¼ 0 as there is no external
perturbation which induces any polarization response in the
liquid.
3.4 Absolute electronic energy levels

Table 2 shows the resulting absolute values of rutile's CBM.
MD+DFT yields ECBM(abs) ¼ �3.7 eV, signicantly higher than
the results of both JDFT-CDFT and JDFT-PCM. Again, the
Fig. 6 Average electric potential profiles derived from PBE-DFT
calculations on 80 independent water(SPC/E)–vacuum configurations
(faint green line) and a CDFT calculation on a 45 Å wide water slab
(solid green line). The graph also shows the oxygen number densities,
normalised by the experimental value for bulk water, as obtained with
MD (SPC/E) and CDFT.

43666 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670
agreement is improved when an explicit monolayer of adsorbed
water molecules is included in the JDFT calculations.

Experimental measurements suggest that ECBM(abs) ¼ �4.1
� 0.1 eV.80,82 Specically, Chandra et al. obtained ECBM(abs) ¼
�4.35 � 0.05 eV at pH ¼ 1 using electrochemical techniques.80

Using the Nernst law to adjust this value to pH ¼ 5.5 � 0.5,
which corresponds to the point of zero charge of the rutile(110)
surface, yields ECBM(abs)¼�4.1� 0.1 eV.61,80,83,84 A similar value
was also found in measurements of the atband potential of
a reduced rutile(110) surface by Nakamura et al.82

In addition to the absolute energy levels, it is also possible

to measure DTiO2
H2Oj. Using two-photon photoemission, Onda

et al. found DTiO2
H2Oj ¼ 0:95� 0:05 eV.38 This value is in agree-

ment with DTiO2
H2Oj ¼ 0:6� 0:4 eV obtained from eqn (6) when

the experimental EA and ECBM(abs) are used. Table 2 shows that
JDFT-PCM and JDFT-CDFT signicantly underestimate the

experimental two-photon photoemission value of DTiO2
H2Oj by

almost 0.5 V, while MD+DFT overestimates it by 0.3 V. For both
JDFT methods, the agreement with experiment is improved by
including an explicit monolayer of adsorbed water molecules.

4 Discussion

The results presented in Section 3 show good agreement
between the absolute electronic energy levels of rutile calculated
with atomistic models and those calculated with continuum
solvation models. There is also good agreement with experi-
mental measurements. However, in our calculations we
assumed an ideal stoichiometric rutile surface, whereas real
rutile photoelectrodes can have a variety of surface structures,
morphologies, chemistries, defects, and impurities.87 Further-
more, as mentioned previously, the structure of the rst
monolayer of water molecules at the interface may differ from
the one assumed here.54,55 Direct comparison with experiment
requires careful consideration of these issues and we emphasise
that our focus is not on comparison with experiment, but on the
comparison between atomistic and continuum solvation
models of the electrolyte.

Despite the good agreement between different models for
the absolute electronic energy levels, there is a substantial
discrepancy of several volts in the values of DTiO2

H2Of and cH2O

calculated fromMD+DFT, JDFT-CDFT and JDFT-PCM, see Table
2. Interestingly, these differences almost cancel when DTiO2

H2Oj

and the absolute energy levels are calculated. This can, at least
partially, be explained by differences in how these models
describe the charge distributions in water at interfaces, as we
now explain.

There has been much discussion in the literature about how
to dene, and to calculate, the change in potential across an
interface, with particular interest in the water surface poten-
tial.37,81,88–91 However, a consensus has yet to emerge and we are
not aware of any rigorous theory—one that would be equally
applicable to a molecular liquid and to a crystalline solid. We do
not attempt to propose such a theory here, but we note that cH2O

can be written as a sum containing terms that are the same for
all water interfaces, which we refer to as the “bulk” and the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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“frozen interface” contributions, and a term that is different for
each water interface, which we call the “interface relaxation”
contribution. These three contributions are depicted schemat-
ically in Fig. 7.

The bulk contribution arises from the microscopic charge
density in the bulk of water and is that which, in the context of
electron wave refraction, is oen referred to as the mean inner
potential (MIP).85 It is the time average of the potential one
would calculate by solving Poisson's equation for the instanta-
neous microscopic bulk charge density, if one neglected
boundary terms. The MIP was analyzed in the context of crys-
talline solids by Bethe who showed that, for a hypothetical
crystal composed of spherically-symmetric atoms, it can be
expressed in terms of the spherical second moment of the
electron density.92 Because MD+DFT simulations provide the
microscopic charge density everywhere in the electrolyte, they
include this bulk contribution denoted by �fMIP. By contrast,
continuum models of liquids can only predict a time-averaged
charge density which is zero in bulk water. Consequently
continuum models do not describe �fMIP.

To understand the interface contributions depicted in
Fig. 7(b) and (c), it is useful to imagine creating an interface
from bulk water in two steps. First, a surface is created by
inserting a plane and removing all of the charge on one side of
it. The remaining semi-innite bulk can be placed in contact
with the semi-innite bulk of another phase to create a hypo-
thetical unrelaxed, or “frozen”, interface. The change in the
average electric potential across this unrelaxed interface is what
we refer to as the frozen interface contribution, Dfrozen�f. This
contribution is described by both the MD+DFT calculations and
the JDFT-CDFT approach. The JDFT-PCM approach does not
capture Dfrozen

�f as this method only describes changes in the
charge density induced by an external potential. Recall that
JDFT-CDFT reconstructs the electron density from the average
nuclear densities and therefore does not require an external
perturbation to predict a non-zero surface charge density, see
Section 2.3. Due to the liquid nature of the aqueous electrolyte,
and the associated lack of long-range order, Dfrozen

�f is the same
for any interface of liquid water with another phase. Therefore,
it can also be considered a property of the bulk since it is
interface independent. Indeed, as Finnis has shown, neither the
Fig. 7 Contributions to the inner electric potential of water at an aqueou
charge density in the bulk of water.85 There is an electric potential step du
a “relaxed” interface (c). The sum of �fMIP and Dfrozen

�f is uniquely defined
details.86

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
frozen interface contribution nor the bulk contribution to the
electric potential is well dened because each one depends
sensitively on the precise position of a notional boundary plane
separating “interface” from “bulk” regions. However their sum
is independent of the position of this plane and is well
dened.86

The second step in creating an aqueous interface is to
allow the nuclei and electrons to relax. The resulting change
in the interfacial charge density gives rise to the interface-
specic relaxation contribution to the inner electric poten-
tial, Drelaxed

�f, see Fig. 7(c). This contribution is captured by
the MD+DFT simulation and also by the JDFT-CDFT and
JDFT-PCM methods.

We have decomposed cH2O into three terms to make it clear
that different models of the electrolyte yield different electric
potential proles across an interface and that this is not only
due to inaccurate formulations or parametrizations of these
models. It is also a consequence of different levels of detail in
their descriptions of the charge density. Differences in the
effective charge density are also partially responsible for the
different values of cH2O obtained by electrochemical measure-
ments and electron holography experiments because protons,
or H3O

+ ions, sample space on a different time scale to electrons
and thus experience a different charge density. In addition to
this, the sampling of space by high energy electrons is relatively
unbiased, whereas ions do not sample space close to nuclei.37

However, it is important to remember that the determination of
absolute quasiparticle energy levels requires the simulation of
two aqueous interfaces, the photoelectrode–water and the
water–vacuum interface. As both these interfaces need to be
crossed when going from the interior of the electrode to the
vacuum above the electrolyte, the bulk contribution, �fMIP, and
the frozen interface contribution, Dfrozen

�f, to the inner electric
potential of water precisely cancel when absolute energies are
calculated. In contrast, the relaxed interface contributions to
the electric potential are very different for the rutile(110)–water
and the water–vacuum interface. In particular, Fig. 5 and 6
suggest that the alignment of water molecules is much weaker
at the water–vacuum interface than at the rutile(110)–water
interface. Indeed, according to the MD+DFT calculations and
the value of DTiO2

H2Of predicted by JDFT-PCM when the rst
s interface: (a) the mean inner potential (MIP) is due to the microscopic
e to the non-zero average charge density at a “frozen” interface (b) and
and its value is the same for any interface with water, see Section 4 for

RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670 | 43667
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monolayer of water molecules is explicitly accounted for,
Drelaxed

�f is only a very small part of cH2O, see Table 2.
The above discussion explains why JDFT-PCM predictions

for absolute energy levels agree with atomistic and JDFT-CDFT
results despite JDFT-PCM's incomplete description of the
charge density. The small value of Drelaxed

�f for the water–
vacuum interface and the fact that the bulk and frozen interface
contributions to the electric potential, which JDFT-PCM does
not capture, would cancel are also the reasons why Ping et al.
obtained accurate results for the absolute electronic energy
levels of photoelectrodes when using JDFT-PCM even though
they did not include the water surface.33

Previously it has also been noted that the shi of rutile's
electronic energy levels due to an aqueous electrolyte is
numerically very similar to that observed when only a mono-
layer of adsorbed water molecules is considered.93 The latter is
DTiO2
H2Oj ¼ 1:07 V, in good agreement with experiment, see

Fig. 4(a) and Table 2. While it is at rst surprising that a single
monolayer of water molecules can capture the combined effect
of the rutile(110)–water and the water–vacuum interface, our
analysis might offer an explanation for this as well. The
monolayer of water molecules adsorbed to the pristine
rutile(110) surface is structurally very similar to that at the
actual rutile(110)–water interface, see Fig. 5. The strong align-
ment of the water molecules in this rst monolayer suggests
that they should be responsible for the main part of Drelaxed

�f

across the rutile(110)–water interface. Thus, this interface
contribution is reasonably well described by the single mono-
layer of adsorbed water molecules and, as before, Drelaxed�f from
the water surface can be numerically neglected due to its small
value.

5 Conclusions

In summary, we introduced a new approach for determining
absolute electronic energy levels of photoelectrodes by
combining GW calculations of bulk quasiparticle energies with
JDFT simulations of electrode–electrolyte and electrolyte–
vacuum interfaces. We applied this method to rutile (TiO2)
photoelectrodes and obtained good agreement with experi-
mental results when an explicit monolayer of adsorbed water
molecules was included in the JDFT calculations. We also
compared our results to atomistic MD+DFT simulations of the
interfaces. Again, good agreement for the absolute energy levels
was found despite observing signicant discrepancies for the
electric potential differences at the individual interfaces. This
paradoxical situation was resolved by analyzing the interfacial
potential differences in terms of interface and bulk contribu-
tions. Specically, we nd that the different methods yield very
different values for the bulk contributions, which, however,
cancel when the effects of both water interfaces are combined to
calculate the absolute electronic energy levels.

The presented workow can now be employed for the effi-
cient study of complex photoelectrochemical systems and high-
throughput searches for novel photoelectrode materials. We
note, however, that additional work is needed to develop better
liquid functionals and coupling functionals which can capture
43668 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 43660–43670
the effect of strongly adsorbed water molecules in order to avoid
the need to include any explicit water in the JDFT calculations.
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